TERRORIST ACTIVITIES IN JINOTEPE AND DIRIAMBA

- 8 Comrades murdered
- 20 Comrades kidnapped
- 17 Comrades Injured
- Damages to public goods that have affected families (16 institutions attacked, looted, burned, destroyed)
- 14 vehicles destroyed and stolen from government’s institutions
- Damage to private property (8 houses looted and burned)
- 6 Illegal occupations of Institutions
- Terrorist attacks, among these the theft of 2 fuel tanks, that was then moved 100 meters from the JINOTEPE Police Station, propitiating them constantly with mortars and throwing Molotov cocktails, putting risk the life of the population.
Kidnapping and all kinds of abuse to more than 400 Central American International freight carriers, in both municipalities.

**Murders**

Murder of FSLN Militants and Public Servants of the Government of Nicaragua (8 comrades murdered)

1) **Marcos Gutiérrez, Historical Combatant of the FSLN**: of the municipality of Jinotepe. Killed by impact of a bullet in his head by armed groups, on June 12th.

2) **Guillermo Méndez, Historical Combatant of the FSLN**: of the municipality of Jinotepe. Killed by impact of bullet in his head by armed groups, on June 12.

3) **José Antonio Cruz Solís, FSLN Militant**: murdered in Las Esquinas, San Marcos by shot in the face by armed groups, on June 18.

4) **Cristhoper Castillo, Student of the National Engineering University**: from the municipality of Jinotepe, killed by gunshot of hooded and armed motorcyclists, on June 24.

5) **Roberto Castillo Cruz, ENACAL worker**: from Jinotepe municipality, killed by
impacts of bullet by armed hooded, on July 5. Member of the FSLN and father of Christopher Castillo Rosales, murdered on June 24.

6) **The young man, Kevin Cruz Ruíz, FSLN Militant and worker of the Departmental of the FSLN:** municipality of El Rosario, died in accident of transit through the Pan-American Highway, on June 9.

7) **Sub Officer of the National Police, Hilario de Jesús Ortiz Zavala:** from the municipality of Managua, murdered by sniper from the Torreon de la FAREM Carazo, Sunday, July 8.

8) **Officer of the National Police, Faber Antonio López Vivas:** from Zeleya Central, killed by sniper from the Tower of the FAREM-Carazo, Sunday, July 8.
Kidnappings and torture, with cruel, inhuman and degrading treatment:

KIDNAPPING AND TORTURE TO MILITANTS OF THE FSLN (20 comrades)

1) **Ferson Castillo:** from the municipality of Jinotepe. Kidnapped by armed group, moored and stolen in the San José School.

2) **Francisco Polanco:** from the municipality of Jinotepe. Kidnapped by armed group and beaten in the San José School.

3) **Junior Baltodano:** from the municipality of San Marcos. Kidnapped in Jinotepe by armed group and taken to the roadblock of the San José School.

4) **Camilo Rosales:** brothers, originally from Jinotepe municipality. Kidnapped and tortured by armed groups within the San José School.

5) **Juan Rosales:** brothers, originally from Jinotepe municipality. Kidnapped and
tortured by armed groups within the San José School.

6) **Reynaldo Rosales**: brothers, originally from Jinotepe municipality. Kidnapped and tortured by armed groups within the San José School.

7) **Mario Sánchez**: from the municipality of Santa Teresa. Kidnapped and tortured by armed group inside of the San José School.

8) **Lester Martínez Fletes**: from the municipality of Santa Teresa. Kidnapped and tortured by armed group inside the San José School.

9) **Félix Morales Velázquez**: from the municipality of Jinotepe. Kidnapped and tortured by armed group within the San José School.

10) **Albert Pérez**: from the municipality of Santa Teresa. Kidnapped and tortured by armed group nearby of the Santiago de Jinotepe Regional Hospital.

11) **Henry Serrano**: from the municipality of Jinotepe. Kidnapped and tortured by armed group.
12) **Omar González**: from the municipality of Santa Teresa. Kidnapped and tortured by armed group in the San Jose School.

13) **Roberto Castro**: from the municipality of Diriamba. Kidnapped and tortured by armed group in the roadblock of La Inmaculada.

14) **José Antonio Palacios**: from the municipality of Diriamba. Kidnapped and tortured by group armed in the roadblock of La Inmaculada.

15) **Erasmno Vicente Hernández Palacios**: from Jinotepe municipality. Kidnapped and tortured by armed group, on July 4 in the Sector of Petronic.

16) **Sub Senior Officer of the National Police Erling Celestino García Cortés**: kidnapped by armed groups, on July 4, in the 4 Esquinas of Jinotepe.

17) **Pedro Antonio Nicaragua Ruiz**: from the municipality of El Rosario. Kidnapped and tortured, on 5 July, in Puente de Belén, Jinotepe
18) **Gilda del Carmen Alegría**: kidnapped by armed group, on July 1; naked and groped

19) **Ada Luz Aburto Alegría**: kidnapped by armed group, on July 1; naked.

20) **Officer of the National Police, Yadira Castillo**: kidnapped and tortured by groups armed forces located in the Hertyland dam, July 5th.

Additionally, from June 5 to July 8, more than 400 international carriers, were kidnapped and subjected to all kinds of harassment in the total closure of the roadblock made by armed groups (from Las Palmeras in Diriamba to Petronic in Jinotepe); in conditions of insecurity and total insalubrity, violating the right to life, health, work and freedom circulation of these carriers. Complaints were made by the Embassies of PANANA, EL SALVADOR and GUATEMALA.

**Injuries / Torture**

- July 2, armed criminals attacked the Police Station of the Municipality of Jinotepe, Department of Carazo, injuring with firearm to
comrade Harlen Francisco Guzmán Muñoz, 28 years old, Sub Officer of the National Police.

- May 28, at 06:00 in the morning, at the Jinotepe municipality, South exit, place known as Dulce nombre, 3 blocks to West, Manuel Hernández School, department of Carazo, group of delinquents hooded, with violence they tried enter the school to prevent classes. Parents opposed the taking of the center of studies and criminals on board vehicles fired with guns, being injured José Andrés Calderón 20-year-old Barahona and Jaffer Aaron Jarquín Martínez of 40 years.

From April 21 to June 9, armed criminals caused injuries to the following official:

April, the 21st

• Commissioner Juan Ismael Gaitán Moreno.

• Lieutenant Yesenia Del Socorro López Castillo

• Lieutenant Wilson Javier Brenes Hernández

• Sub Officer Gustavo Adolfo Baltodano Hernandez

• Sub Official Orlando Segundo Alemán Narváez

• Sub Senior Officer Yader Bismarck Cortez
González

- Sub Official Mayor María Dolores Pérez Guevara

Sub Official Major Gadiel Eliezer Guevara Ramos

- Carolina Del Socorro Police Arias Ortiz
- Police Bianca Massiel German Market
- Inspector Juan Carlos Molina Ortiz

May 30

- Sub officer Major Henry Isabel Espinoza Aguilar
- Sub Inspector Mario José Jirón Martínez

June 9

- Police agent Armando José Rocha García

**Damage to public goods that have affected attention to families**
1) Public Registry of Property in Jinotepe: looted 100%; on June 8.

2) Delegation of the Ministry of Transport and Infrastructure, Jinotepe: looted 100%; he June 12

3) SILAIS, Jinotepe: looted 75%; on 12, 13 and 15 of June.

4) Civil District Courts, Jinotepe: looted on 80%; on June 12.

5) Criminal District Court, Jinotepe: looted the 100%; on June 12.

6) Departmental Delegation of MINED, Jinotepe: looted 100%; June 11 and 24

7) Delegation ENACAL, Jinotepe: looted by 20%; on June 13

8) National Lottery, Jinotepe: threat to the Institution and watchers; on June 13.

9) Women's Police Station, Jinotepe: looted and burned 100%; on June 13.
10) **FAREM-UNAN, Jinotepe**: looted and destroyed in 80%; taken by armed groups since the 12th June.

11) **City Hall, Diriamba**: burned the 100%; on April 21.

12) **National Police Station, Diriamba**: burned 100%; on June 12.

13) **Sub Station of the National Police Jinotepe**: burned 100%; on June 12.

14) **Sub Station of the National Police, the Esquinas, San Marcos**: 100% burned; The 12 of June.

15) **Delegation of the Institute of Medicine Legal (IML-Judicial Power)**. Fire and Destruction of equipment and files.

16) **Ernst Thalmann Technology Center, in Jinotepe-INATEC**. Looting and destruction.

**Vehicles destroyed and stolen of Government Institutions**

- All vehicles destroyed by armed groups belong to the SILAIS, Jinotepe:
1) Toyota truck, Hilux. License plate No. ME 1127.
2) TOYOTA truck, 4 RUNNER. License plate No. M 078 751.

3) TOYOTA, LAND CRUISER truck. License plate No. ME 1106.

4) NISSAN truck, FRONTIER. License plate No. ME 1104.

5) NISSAN truck, FRONTIER. License plate No. ME 0109.

- Vehicles stolen from government institutions
From SILAIS, Jinotepe:

1) HONDA motorcycle, XL-185S. License Plate No. M 008. Red color.
2) HONDA motorcycle, XL-200. Plate M46070. Red color.
3) ISUZU truck. License plate ME 1122. White color.

From Health Centers:

4) Yamaha MOTORCYCLE, DT-125. License Plate No. M007 Black Color (Jinotepe).

5) Yamaha MOTORCYCLE, DT-125. License Plate M1131 Color Black (Jinotepe).
6) Ambulance Nissan Terrano. License plate No. ME 111 Color White (Santa Teresa).

From the Departmental Delegation of the Ministry of Education:

1) Toyota Gray truck. License plate No. M 071 051.

2) Toyota White van. License plate No. ME 1392.

3) Chevrolet Gray Truck. License plate No. M 008 647.

**Damage to private property**

1) **Departmental House of the FSLN, Jinotepe:** looted and burned 100%; April, the 21st.

2) **Municipal House of the FSLN, Diriamba:** looted and burned 100%; April, the 21st.

1) **Mariano Madrigal:** house looted and stolen, 100%; on June 12. Mayor of Jinotepe.

2) **Auxiliadora Porras:** house looted and stolen, 100%; on June 12.
3) **Gutenberg Castro**: entered violently to his house, on June 12.

6) **Claudia Cruz**: house looted 100%; on 12 June.

7) **Commissioner (retired) Roberto González Kraudy**: looted house and weapons robbery; the 24th of June.

8) **Alan Zuniga**: house looted and stolen, 100%; June 25th.

**Terrorist attack**

- NOTE 1069. June 19 at 6:30 in the afternoon, while two (2) fuel tanks they supplied a gas station in JINOTEPE; a group of armed and hooded criminals, threatened the workers-operators of the cisterns and they were stolen, moving them to 100 meters from the Police Delegation of JINOTEPE, constantly dodging and throwing them Molotov cocktails, putting the life of the population, with these terrorist acts. The General Directorate of Firemen, has informed to the entire population the great risk that represents, because at any time it may explode and the explosion would reach 800 meters
around, affecting particularly 4 Neighborhoods of the City of Jinotepe, Department of Carazo (Barrio San Juan, Barrio La Colonia, Barrio La Competition and Barrio Virgen Roble). Attached photographs.